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Abstract
A characterization of Euclidean spheres out of complete Riemannian manifolds is made by
certain vector ﬁelds on complete Riemannian manifolds satisfying a partial differential
equation on vector ﬁelds.
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1. Introduction
In analysis, one often looks for existence (and possibly uniqueness) of a solution of
a differential equation on a speciﬁed domain. Conversely, in geometry, one might
consider the question of the existence of a domain (or manifold) that supports a
solution of a speciﬁed differential equation. For example, given a domain in the
plane, one seeks a solution to the Dirichlet problem. Conversely, assuming the
existence of a solution of a second-order partial differential equation with
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overdetermined boundary conditions, one might ask what this implies about the
geometry of the domain. This may be considered as an analytic characterization
(or representation) of a manifold by a differential equation if this manifold serves as
a unique domain for this differential equation to possess a nontrivial solution
in a certain class of manifolds. In the literature, some characterizations of
rank-one symmetric Riemannian manifolds by differential equations can be
found. For example, some known characterizations of Euclidean spheres,
complex projective spaces and quaternionic projective spaces by differential
equations can be found in [1,2,6,10–12,14,15], and also a survey of these papers
can be found in [5].
It seems that one of the most signiﬁcant examples of such a characterization of
Euclidean spheres is a result of Obata [11], that is, a necessary and sufﬁcient
condition for a connected, complete Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ to be isometric
with the Euclidean sphere of radius 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
; l40; is the existence of a nonconstant
function f on M satisfying the (tensorial) differential equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; where
Hf is the Hessian form of f on ðM; gÞ: In other words, the differential equation
Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; l40; on a connected, complete, Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ has a
nontrivial solution if and only if its domain ðM; gÞ is the Euclidean sphere of radius
1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
: Also, in this particular example, on the domain-connected, complete
Riemannian manifolds ðM; gÞ; the differential equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; l40; can
be considered as an analytic characterization (or representative) of Euclidean
spheres. In this paper, we state another differential equation (which is ‘‘equivalent’’
to the above Obata’s equation) on connected, complete Riemannian manifolds
ðM; gÞ characterizing Euclidean spheres by the existence of a nontrivial solution to
this equation (see Theorem 3.5). More precisely, we show that, a necessary and
sufﬁcient condition for a connected, complete nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian
manifold to be isometric with the Euclidean sphere of radius 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
; l40; is the
existence of a nonzero vector ﬁeld Z on ðM; gÞ satisfying the differential equation
ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0 on ðM; gÞ; where rrZ is the second covariant
differential of Z: Hence, in the class of domain-connected, complete Riemannian
manifolds ðM; gÞ; the differential equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0; l40; also
serves as an analytic characterization (or representative) of Euclidean spheres. (See
Remarks 3.7 and 3.8 for the stand of this differential equation among the other
known differential equations characterizing Euclidean spheres). We also analyze the
case lp0 for the differential equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0 on a connected,
complete Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ: Yet we see that, in the case of lp0; this
differential equation is not that deterministic about its domain connected, complete
Riemannian manifold as in the case of l40:
2. Preliminaries
Here, we brieﬂy state the main concepts and deﬁnitions used throughout this
paper.
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Let Z be a vector ﬁeld on an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ with
Levi–Civita connection r: The second covariant differential rrZ of Z is deﬁned by
ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ ¼ rXrY Z 	rrX Y Z;
where X ; YAGTM: We deﬁne the Laplacian DZ of Z on ðM; gÞ to be the trace of
rrZ with respect to g; that is,
DZ ¼ trace rrZ ¼
Xn
i¼1
ðrrZÞðXi; XiÞ;
where fX1;y; Xng is a local orthonormal frame for TM:
Also, if Z is a vector ﬁeld on a Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ then the afﬁnity
tensor LZr of Z is deﬁned by
ðLZrÞðX ; YÞ ¼ LZrX Y 	rLZX Y 	rX LZY ;
where LZ is the Lie derivative with respect to Z and X ; YAGTM (see, for example
[13, p. 109]). We deﬁne the tension ﬁeld&Z of Z on ðM; gÞ to be the trace of LZr
with respect to g; that is,
&Z ¼ trace LZr ¼
Xn
i¼1
ðLZrÞðXi; XiÞ;
where fX1;y; Xng is a local orthonormal frame for TM:
By a straightforward computation, it can be shown by using the torsion-free
property of r that
ðLZrÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ þ RðZ; XÞY
(see [13, p. 110]) and hence,
&Z ¼ DZ þ cRicðZÞ;
where R is the curvature tensor of ðM; gÞ; cRic is the Ricci operator of ðM; gÞ and
X ; YAGTM: (also see [16, p. 40]).
3. A characterization of Euclidean spheres
First we state an elementary lemma to be used in the proof of the main result of
this paper.
Lemma 3.1. Let ðM; gÞ be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and lAR: If Z is a
vector field on ðM; gÞ satisfying the equation ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ þ lgðZ; XÞY ¼ 0 for all
X ; YAGTM; then rdiv Z ¼ 	nlZ; and hence, rrdiv Z ¼ 	nlrZ; where rrdiv Z
is the Hessian tensor of div Z:
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Proof. Let fX1;y; Xng be an adapted orthonormal frame near pAM; that is,
fX1;y; Xng is an orthonormal frame in TM with ðrXiÞp ¼ 0 for i ¼ 1;y; n; and let
XAGTM: Then at pAM;
gðrdiv Z; XÞ ¼X div Z ¼
Xn
i¼1
gðrXrXi Z; XiÞ
¼
Xn
i¼1
gððrrZÞðX ; XiÞ; XiÞ ¼ 	l
Xn
i¼1
gðgðZ; X ÞXi; XiÞ
¼ 	 nlgðZ; X Þ:
Hence, it follows that rdiv Z ¼ 	nlZ: &
Remark 3.2. Let ðM; gÞ be a Riemannian manifold and lAR: A vector ﬁeld Z on
ðM; gÞ satisfying RðX ; YÞZ ¼ l½gðZ; YÞX 	 gðX ; ZÞY  for all X ; YAGTM is called
a l-nullity vector ﬁeld on ðM; gÞ (see Proposition 3.3). That is, Z is a nullity vector
ﬁeld with respect to the curvature-like tensor ﬁeld FðX ; YÞW ¼ RðX ; Y ÞW 	
l½gðW ; YÞX 	 gðX ; WÞY  on ðM; gÞ (see [14, Sections 2 and 4]). In particular, if
there exists a nonzero lða0Þ-nullity vector ﬁeld Z on a Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ
then ðM; gÞ is irreducible (see [3,7,14] and the references therein for details). Also
note that, a vector ﬁeld Z on a Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ is called afﬁne
conformal if LZg ¼ 2fg þ O; where f is a function on M and O is a parallel,
symmetric ð0; 2Þ-tensor ﬁeld on ðM; gÞ: It is known that, if a Riemannian
manifold ðM; gÞ admits such an Oacg; where cAR; then ðM; gÞ is locally reducible
(see [4, p. 142]).
Proposition 3.3. Let ðM; gÞ be a connected, nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifold
and Z be a nonzero vector field on ðM; gÞ: If Z satisfies the equation ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ þ
lgðZ; XÞY ¼ 0; la0; for all X ; YAGTM; then
(a) DZ ¼ 	lZ on ðM; gÞ;
(b) RðX ; YÞZ ¼ l½gðZ; YÞX 	 gðX ; ZÞY  for all X ; YAGTM (and hence,cRicðZÞ ¼ lðn 	 1ÞZ),
(c) rZ ¼ div Z
n
id; (and hence, Z is a conformal vector field on ðM; gÞ),
Proof. (a) Obvious.
(b) Let X ; YAGTM: Then,
RðX ; Y ÞZ ¼ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ 	 ðrrZÞðY ; X Þ
¼ l½gðZ; YÞX 	 gðX ; ZÞY :
(c) First note that, since Z is nonzero, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that div Z is
nonconstant and rrdiv Z ¼ 	nlrZ: Hence, rZ is self-adjoint and can be written
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as rZ ¼ div Z
n
id þ s; where s is the traceless self-adjoint part of rZ: Now
we show that s ¼ 0 by using Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2. For this, ﬁrst
we show that rs ¼ 0; that is s is parallel on ðM; gÞ: Let X ; YAGTM: Then by
Lemma 3.1,
ðrsÞðX ; YÞ ¼ ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ 	 1
n
gðrdiv Z; XÞY
¼ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ þ lgðZ; XÞY
¼ 0:
Thus, s is parallel on ðM; gÞ and hence, Z is an afﬁne conformal vector ﬁeld on
ðM; gÞ; that is,
ðLZgÞðX ; YÞ ¼ 2 div Z
n
gðX ; YÞ þ 2gðsðXÞ; YÞ ð¼ 2gðrX Z; YÞÞ
for all X ; YAGTM: Now, if sa0 then since sac id; where cAR; it follows
from Remark 3.2 that ðM; gÞ is locally reducible. But this conﬂicts with the
fact that Z is a nonzero lða0Þ-nullity vector ﬁeld on ðM; gÞ; that is, there is an open
submanifold ðU ; gÞ of ðM; gÞ which is irreducible by Remark 3.2. Thus, s ¼ 0
and it follows that rZ ¼ div Z
n
id (and hence Z is a conformal vector ﬁeld
(see [13, p. 173])). &
We also have the following two converses of the above proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Let ðM; gÞ be a connected, nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian
manifold and Z be a nonzero vector field on ðM; gÞ: Then, Z satisfies the
equation ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ þ lgðZ; XÞY ¼ 0; lAR; for all X ; YAGTM; provided
that either,
(a) RðX ; YÞZ ¼ l½gðZ; YÞX 	 gðX ; ZÞY  for all X ; YAGTM;
(b) rZ ¼ div Z
n
id on ðM; gÞ
or
(c) DZ ¼ 	lZ on ðM; gÞ;
(d) RðX ; YÞZ ¼ l½gðZ; YÞX 	 gðX ; ZÞY  for all X ; YAGTM;
(e) Z is a conformal vector field on ðM; gÞ (that is, LZg ¼ 2 div Zn g).
Proof. Suppose Z satisﬁes (a) and (b). Then it follows from rZ ¼ div Z
n
id that
ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ 1
n
gðrdiv Z; X ÞY for all X ; YAGTM; and hence DZ ¼ 1
n
rdiv Z:
Also, since Z is a conformal vector ﬁeld,
ðLZrÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ 1
n
½gðrdiv Z; YÞX þ gðX ;rdiv ZÞY 	 gðX ; YÞrdiv Z
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for all X ; YAGTM (see [16, p. 46]) and since
ðLZrÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ þ RðZ; XÞY
for all X ; YAGTM (see Preliminaries), we obtain
ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ 	 l½gðX ; YÞZ 	 gðY ; ZÞX 
þ 1
n
½gðrdiv Z; Y ÞX þ gðX ;rdiv ZÞY 	 gðX ; YÞrdiv Z
by using the assumption that Z is a l-nullity vector ﬁeld. Also, by taking the trace of
this equation with respect to g and then using DZ ¼ 1
n
rdiv Z; we obtain that,
rdiv Z ¼ 	nlZ: Hence, ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ ¼ 	lgðZ; XÞY for all X ; YAGTM:
Now suppose Z satisﬁes (c)–(e). Then, as in the above case, we obtain
ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ 	 l½gðX ; Y ÞZ 	 gðY ; ZÞX 
þ 1
n
½gðrdiv Z; YÞX þ gðX ;rdiv ZÞY 	 gðX ; Y Þrdiv Z:
Also, by taking the trace of this equation with respect to g and then using DZ ¼
	lZ; we obtain that, rdiv Z ¼ 	nlZ: Hence, ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ 	lgðZ; X ÞY for all
X ; YAGTM: &
Now we will prove the main result of this paper in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let ðM; gÞ be a connected, complete nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian
manifold. Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for ðM; gÞ to be isometric with the
Euclidean sphere of radius 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
; l40; is the existence of a nonzero vector field Z on
ðM; gÞ satisfying the equation
ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ þ lgðZ; XÞY ¼ 0
for all X ; YAGTM:
Proof. Here we prove only the sufﬁcient condition of this theorem. The example of
the necessary condition is given in the remark below (see Remark 3.6). To prove the
sufﬁcient condition, we use a result of Obata ([11, Theorem A]). That is, we show
that there exists a nonconstant function f on M satisfying the equation Hf þ lfg ¼
0; l40; where Hf is the Hessian form of f on ðM; gÞ: Clearly, by Lemma 3.1 and
Proposition 3.3, we can choose this function f as div Z and the claim follows. &
Remark 3.6. Now, we give an example of a vector ﬁeld Z on an nðX2Þ-dimensional
Euclidean sphere ðSnðrÞ; g˜Þ of radius r ¼ 1= ﬃﬃﬃlp ; l40; which satisﬁes the equation
ð *r *rZÞðX ; Y Þ þ lg˜ðZ; X ÞY ¼ 0 for all X ; YAGTSnðrÞ; where *r is the Levi–Civita
connection of ðSnðrÞ; g˜Þ (see [13, p. 117] for details). Let w :SnðrÞ 	 fsouth poleg-Rn
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be the stereographic projection and Z be a vector ﬁeld on Rn deﬁned by Zp ¼ ðp; pÞ:
Let g˜ be the metric tensor on Rn such that wg˜ is the usual metric tensor on SnðrÞ 	
fsouth poleg: Note that g˜ is conformally equivalent to the standard metric tensor %g
on Rn; speciﬁcally,
g˜p ¼ r2 2
1þ jjpjj2
 !2
%gp
at each pARn; where jj jj is the Euclidean norm in Rn: Hence, if we denote the Levi–
Civita connection of g˜ by *r; it can be shown that, at each pARn;
*rZ ¼ 1	 jjpjj
2
1þ jjpjj2 id:
Also by a straightforward computation, it can be shown that
ð *r *rZÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ 	1
r2
g˜ðZ; XÞY
for all X ; YAGTðSnðrÞ 	 fsouth polegÞ: Since ðSnðrÞ 	 fsouth poleg; wg˜Þ and
ðRn; g˜Þ are isometric by the stereographic projection, the vector ﬁeld on
SnðrÞ; obtained by taking the lift of Z to SnðrÞ 	 fsouth poleg and deﬁning
its value as the zero vector at the south pole, also satisﬁes the above equation
on SnðrÞ: Note that, this way we can construct n þ 1 linearly independent such vector
ﬁelds on SnðrÞ:
Remark 3.7. Note from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.3 that, on an nðX2Þ-
dimensional Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ; if a nonzero vector ﬁeld Z on ðM; gÞ
satisﬁes the equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0; la0; then div Z satisﬁes the
equation rrdiv Z þ lðdiv ZÞid ¼ 0 on ðM; gÞ: Conversely, if a nonconstant
function f on an nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ satisﬁes the
equation Hf þ lf id ¼ 0; lAR; then it can be easily shown that the vector ﬁeld
Z ¼ gradð f Þ satisﬁes the equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0 on ðM; gÞ; where
div Z ¼ 	nlf : Hence, in this sense, the differential equations Hf þ lfg ¼ 0 and
ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0 may be considered equivalent on a Riemannian
manifold if la0:
Remark 3.8. Let ðM; gÞ be an nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Now, if we
take the trace of the differential equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0 with respect to g on ðM; gÞ;
where f is a function on M and Hf is the Hessian form of f ; we obtain another
differential equation (in fact, an eigenvalue equation) Df ¼ 	nlf on ðM; gÞ; where
Df ¼ div gradð f Þ is the Laplacian of f on ðM; gÞ: By a theorem of Obata ([11,
Theorem 5]), it is known that, a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a connected,
compact, Einstein nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifold with constant scalar
curvature t40 to be isometric with the Euclidean sphere of radius
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nðn 	 1Þ=tp ; is
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the existence of a nonconstant function f on M satisfying the differential equation
Df þ t
n	1 f ¼ 0: That is, the differential equation Df þ tn	1 f ¼ 0 has a nontrivial
solution on a connected, compact, Einstein nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian
manifold with constant scalar curvature t40 if and only if the domain Riemannian
manifold ðM; gÞ is the Euclidean sphere of radius ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃnðn 	 1Þ=tp : Hence, the
differential equation Df þ t
n	1 f ¼ 0 on connected, compact, Einstein nðX2Þ-
dimensional Riemannian manifolds ðM; gÞ with constant scalar curvature t40
serves as an analytic characterization (or representative) of Euclidean spheres. (This
can also be viewed as a spectral characterization of Euclidean spheres [11]. But from
the viewpoint of this paper, we consider it as a differential equation characteriza-
tion). It is also shown in [11] that, if a nonconstant function f satisﬁes the differential
equation Df þ t
n	1 f ¼ 0 on a connected, compact, Einstein nðX2Þ-dimensional
Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ with constant scalar curvature t40 (then ðM; gÞ is the
Euclidean sphere of radius
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nðn 	 1Þ=tp ), then f also satisﬁes the differential
equation Hf þ tnðn	1Þ fg ¼ 0 on ðM; gÞ: Intuitively, this means that the differential
equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; l40; may be considered to be the unfolded version of the
equation Df þ nlf ¼ 0; l40; on a Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ isometric with the
Euclidean sphere of radius 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
: In fact, on the nðX2Þ-dimensional Euclidean
sphere of sectional curvature lð40Þ; the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian D on the
space of functions corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 	nl; are the solutions of
the above two equations. Furthermore, the gradients of these eigenfunctions are
certain special conformal vector ﬁelds given as in Proposition 3.3(c). A similar
situation also exists the for the differential equation analyzed in this paper. Let
ðM; gÞ be an nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifold. If we take the trace of the
equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0; lAR; with respect to g on ðM; gÞ; where Z is
a vector ﬁeld on ðM; gÞ; we obtain another differential equation (in fact, an
eigenvalue equation) DZ þ lZ ¼ 0 on ðM; gÞ: By Theorem 3.10 in [6], it is known
that, a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a connected, compact, Einstein nðX3Þ-
dimensional Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ with scalar curvature t40 to be isometric
with the Euclidean sphere of radius
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nðn 	 1Þ=tp ; is the existence of a nonzero vector
ﬁeld Z on ðM; gÞ satisfying the differential equation DZ þ t
nðn	1Þ Z ¼ 0: That is, the
differential equation DZ þ t
nðn	1Þ Z ¼ 0 has a nontrivial solution on a connected,
compact, Einstein nðX3Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifold with scalar curvature
t40 if and only if the domain Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ is the Euclidean sphere
of radius
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nðn 	 1Þ=tp : Hence, the differential equation DZ þ t
nðn	1Þ Z ¼ 0; l40; on
connected, compact, Einstein nðX3Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifolds ðM; gÞ with
scalar curvature t; also serves as an analytic characterization (or representative) of
Euclidean spheres. (This can also be viewed as a spectral characterization of
Euclidean spheres [6]). It can be shown by using the results in [6] that, if a nonzero
vector ﬁeld Z satisﬁes the differential equation DZ þ t
nðn	1Þ Z ¼ 0 on a connected,
compact, Einstein nðX3Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ with scalar
curvature t40 (then ðM; gÞ is the Euclidean sphere of radius ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃnðn 	 1Þ=tp ), then Z
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also satisﬁes the differential equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ t
nðn	1Þ gðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0 on ðM; gÞ:
Intuitively, this means that the differential equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0;
l40; may be considered to be the unfolded version of the equation DZ þ lZ ¼
0; l40; on a Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ isometric with the Euclidean sphere of
radius 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
: In fact, on the nðX2Þ-dimensional Euclidean sphere of sectional
curvature lð40Þ; the gradients of the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian D on the space
of functions corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 	nl; are the solutions of the
above two equations. Furthermore, the gradients of these eigenfunctions are certain
special conformal vector ﬁelds given as in Proposition 3.3(c). Obata also stated
another differential equation (see [12,14]) on connected, complete nðX2Þ-dimen-
sional Riemannian manifolds ðM; gÞ characterizing the Euclidean spheres by the
existence of a nonconstant function f on M satisfying the equation
ðrrgradð f ÞÞðX ; YÞ þ l½2gðgradð f Þ; XÞY þ gðY ; gradð f ÞÞX þ gðX ; YÞgradð f Þ ¼
0; l40; for all X ; YAGTM; that is, a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a
connected, complete nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ to be
isometric with the Euclidean sphere of radius 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
; l40; is the existence of a
nonconstant function f on M satisfying this equation. In fact, without loss of
generality, this characterization of Euclidean spheres can be considered as a
characterization by the existence of a nonzero vector ﬁeld Z on ðM; gÞ satisfying the
equation ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ þ l½2gðZ; XÞY þ gðY ; ZÞX þ gðX ; YÞZ ¼ 0; l40; for all
X ; YAGTM: (Indeed, it can be shown as in Lemma 3.1 that, if a nonzero vector ﬁeld
Z satisﬁes this equation then rdiv Z ¼ 	2lðn þ 1ÞZ). It is shown in [14] that, a
nonzero vector ﬁeld Z satisﬁes this equation on a connected, nðX2Þ-dimensional
Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ if and only if Z is a l-nullity and projective vector ﬁeld
on ðM; gÞ: (See [14, Proposition 2.1]). In fact, on the nðX2Þ-dimensional Euclidean
sphere of sectional curvature lð40Þ; the vector ﬁelds satisfying this equation are the
gradients of the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian D on the space of functions
corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue 	2lðn þ 1Þ of the Laplacian.
Consequently, the equation ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ þ lgðZ; XÞY ¼ 0; l40 (recall Remark
3.7), may also be considered to be the counterpart of the equation ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ þ
l½2gðZ; X ÞY þ gðY ; ZÞX þ gðX ; Y ÞZ ¼ 0; l40; related with the conformal geo-
metry of Euclidean spheres, while the latter one may be considered to be related with
the projective geometry of Euclidean spheres. In turn, perhaps the largest and the
second largest eigenvalues of the Laplacian on Euclidean spheres may be considered
to be related to the conformal and projective geometries of Euclidean spheres,
respectively.
Unfortunately, from the viewpoint of this paper, the differential equation
ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0; lp0; on a connected, complete Riemannian mani-
fold ðM; gÞ is not that deterministic about its domain as in the case of l40: In fact,
the situation is the same for the accompanying differential equation Hf þ lfg ¼
0; lp0; on a complete Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ: (See [9,15]). Next we state
the analogs of Theorem 3.5 for the case lp0: The proofs of these theorems can be
obtained similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.5. The only difference is to use
corresponding results in [9] or [15] for the differential equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; lp0;
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instead of the Obata’s result for the equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; l 40; on a connected,
complete Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ:
First we analyze the case l ¼ 0 for the differential equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ
lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0 on a connected, complete Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ: Unfortu-
nately, this case of the above equation is rather inconclusive in determining the
domain Riemannian manifolds even in the case of existence of a nontrivial solution
Z (to the equation rrZ ¼ 0). The reason is, if a nonzero vector ﬁeld Z satisﬁes the
equation rrZ ¼ 0 on a connected Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ; then by Lemma
3.1, div Z is a constant function on M: Thus, we cannot use either Theorem B of [9]
or Theorem 2-(I,A) of [15] to obtain at least a decomposition result for ðM; gÞ:
Moreover, even rZ may not be a self-adjoint bundle homomorphism on ðM; gÞ:
Eventually, we have only the following well-known result for this case.
Theorem 3.9. Let ðM; gÞ be a connected, compact nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian
manifold. Then, a vector field Z on ðM; gÞ is a solution of the equation rrZ ¼ 0 on
ðM; gÞ if and only if Z is parallel on ðM; gÞ:
Proof. See [16, p. 39]. &
Now we analyze the case lo0 for the differential equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ
lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0 on a connected, complete Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ: In the
theorem below, we use Theorem C of [9] or Theorem 2-(II,B) of [15] for the equation
Hf þ lfg; lo0; instead of Obata’s theorem for the equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; l40:
That is, a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a connected, complete Riemannian
manifold ðM; gÞ to be isometric with a connected component of the hyperbolic space
of pseudo-radius 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	lp ; lo0; is the existence of a nonconstant function f on M
satisfying the equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0 with gradð f ÞðpÞ ¼ 0 at some pAM:
Theorem 3.10. Let ðM; gÞ be a connected, complete nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian
manifold. Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for ðM; gÞ to be isometric with a
connected component of the hyperbolic space of pseudo-radius 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	lp ; lo0; is the
existence of a nonzero vector field Z on ðM; gÞ with Zp ¼ 0 at some pAM and
satisfying the equation
ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ þ lgðZ; XÞY ¼ 0
for all X ; YAGTM:
Although the above theorem seems to indicate that a connected component of the
hyperbolic space Hn7ðrÞ of pseudo-radius r ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	lp ; lo0; serves as a domain
Riemannian manifold for the existence of nontrivial solutions ZAGTM to the
differential equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0; lo0; it is not of much interest
from the viewpoint of this paper because it depends on the existence of a particular
solution Z to this differential equation with Zp ¼ 0 at some pAM:
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We give an example of the necessary part of the theorem above in the following
remark.
Remark 3.11. Now, we give an example of a vector ﬁeld Z on a connected
component of the nðX2Þ-dimensional hyperbolic space ðHn7ðrÞ; g˜Þ of pseudo-radius
r ¼ 1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	lp ; lo0; which satisﬁes the equation ð *r *rZÞðX ; YÞ þ lg˜ðZ; X ÞY ¼ 0 for
all X ; YAGTHn7ðrÞ; where *r is the Levi–Civita connection of ðHn7ðrÞ; g˜Þ: Now
consider ðHn7ðrÞ; g˜Þ geometrically as the Poincare´ disc: Dn ¼ fpARn j jjpjjo1g with
metric tensor
g˜p ¼ r2 2
1	 jjpjj2
 !2
%gp
at each pARn; where jj jj is the Euclidean norm in Rn and %g is the Euclidean metric
tensor on Dn (see [8, p. 56] for details). Then the vector ﬁeld Z on Dn deﬁned by
Zp ¼ ðp; pÞ has the property that
*rZ ¼ 1þ jjpjj
2
1	 jjpjj2 id
at each pARn: Hence, it can be shown by a straightforward computation that Z
satisﬁes the equation
ð *r *rZÞðX ; Y Þ ¼ 1
r2
g˜ðZ; XÞY
for all X ; YAGTDn with Z0 ¼ 0; where 0ADn:
The theorem below describes the remaining case from Theorem 3.10. In the proof
of the theorem below, we use Theorem D of [9] for the equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; lo0:
That is, a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a connected, complete Riemannian
manifold ðM; gÞ to be isometric with the warped product of the Euclidean line and a
complete Riemannian manifold, where warping function c on R satisﬁes the
equation d
2c
dt2
þ lc ¼ 0; c40; is the existence of a nonconstant function f on M
satisfying the equation Hf þ lfg ¼ 0; lo0; with gradð f ÞðpÞa0 at each pAM:
Theorem 3.12. Let ðM; gÞ be a connected, complete nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian
manifold and lAð	N; 0Þ: Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for ðM; gÞ to be
isometric with the warped product of the Euclidean line and a complete Riemannian
manifold, where warping function c on R satisfies the equation d
2c
dt2
þ lc ¼ 0; c40; is
the existence of a nonvanishing vector field Z on ðM; gÞ satisfying the equation
ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ þ lgðZ; XÞY ¼ 0
for all X ; YAGTM:
We give an example of the necessary part of the above theorem in the remark below.
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Remark 3.13. It is known from Corollary 2 of [9] that, if ðM; gÞ is a warped product
of the Euclidean line and a Riemannian manifold with warping function c on R
satisfying d
2c
dt2
þ lc ¼ 0; c40; then there exists a function f on M satisfying the
equation Hf þ lf id ¼ 0 without critical points, where lo0: If we set Z ¼ gradð f Þ;
then it is easy to see that Z satisﬁes the equation ðrrZÞðX ; Y Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼ 0 on
ðM; gÞ with Zpa0 at each pAM:
Note that, a connected component of the hyperbolic space of pseudo-radius
1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ	lp ; lo0; can be written as a warped product of the Euclidean line and the
Euclidean space of dimension n 	 1 with the warping function c on R is given by
cðtÞ ¼ e7
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ	lp t: Hence, by combining Theorems 3.10 and 3.12, we obtain the
following theorem which may be of some interest in characterizing certain warped
product Riemannian manifolds ðM; gÞ:
Theorem 3.14. Let ðM; gÞ be a connected, complete nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian
manifold and 04lAR: A necessary and sufficient condition for ðM; gÞ to be isometric
with a warped product of the Euclidean line and a complete Riemannian manifold,
where warping function c on R satisfies the equation d
2c
dt2
þ lc ¼ 0; c40; is the
existence of a nonzero vector field Z on ðM; gÞ satisfying the equation
ðrrZÞðX ; YÞ þ lgðZ; XÞY ¼ 0
for all X ; YAGTM:
Remark 3.15. Note that, the differential equation ðrrZÞð ; Þ þ lgðZ; ÞðÞ ¼
0; lo0; on connected, nðX2Þ-dimensional Riemannian manifolds may be
considered as a characterization of the Riemannian warped products of the
Euclidean line and a complete Riemannian manifold with warping function c on R
satisfying the equation d
2c
dt2
þ lc ¼ 0; c40:
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